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Among the diversity of the analytical instruments, chemical sensors consistently gain special attention. Optical chemical sensors 
(optodes) convert the sample concentrations into colorimetric, fluorimetric or any other optical signal. They allow non-destructive 
and remote analysis, do not require power supply and sample pretreatment. The synergy of the recent advances in material science 
and development of the fundamentally new sensing concepts have made the ion-selective optodes (ISOs) capable of addressing 
sophisticated analytical challenges.

We report here on the recent progress in developing novel ISO sensing approaches, performed in the authors’ lab and elsewhere. 
Optodes with pre-determined response characteristics1, optical sensors of individual ionic activities2, fast-response optodes oper-
ating in non-equilibrium measuring mode3, advances in digital color analysis with optodes4, the role of ion-pairing and electrolyte 
co-extraction in the optical response5 will be discussed. Alongside, we give an overview of the emerging fields of optode application, 
such as spatial-temporal resolved (bio)imaging with optically sensitive films and nanoparticles (Fig. 1B); continuous monitoring 
of multiple analytes simultaneously with miniature optode arrays (Fig. 1A); calibration-free tracing of the electrolytes in aqueous 
samples with multicomponent optode color scale.

Fig. 1. A: an array of luminescent (left) and colorimetric (right) optodes; B: 3D-vizualisation  
of the time-resolved recognition process of pH-gradient at the sample surface.
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